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Exhibit B

322 E. Kirkwood (Kirkwood Manor)
Staff Report

Bloomington Historic Preservation Commission

Basis for Historical Significance:




Has significant character, interest, or value as part of the development, heritage,
or cultural characteristics of the city, state, or nation; or is associated with a
person who played a significant role in local, state, or national history; or
Is the site of an historic event; or
Exemplifies the cultural, political, economic, social, or historic heritage of the
community.

Basis for Architectural Significance:
 Embodies distinguishing characteristics of an architectural or engineering type; or
 Is the work of a designer whose individual work has significantly influenced
the development of the community; or
 Is the work of a designer of such prominence that such work gains its value
from the designee's reputation; or
 Contains elements of design, detail, materials, or craftsmanship which represent a
significant innovation; or
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 Contains any architectural style, detail, or other element in danger of being lost;
or
 Owing to its unique location or physical characteristics, represents an
established and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood or the city; or
 Exemplifies the built environment in an era of history characterized by a
distinctive architectural style.

Figure 1: 1856 Atlas (Bloomington Original Plat)

Kirkwood Manor (322 E. Kirkwood
Ave.) is located at the southwest corner
of E. Kirkwood Ave. and S. Grant St.
The property is part of the City of
Bloomington’s original plat that was
surveyed in 1818 by James Borland. It
was originally built for Harry Jefferson
and was designed by well-known local
architect J.L. Nichols in 1899
according to a local construction news
release.1 This construction date is
further confirmed by the 1898 Sanborn
Map, which shows a vacant lot but by
the 1907 Sanborn Map it is constructed.
Figure 2: 1907 Sanborn Map
1

Research by Bill Coulter: Construction News, Vol. IX, No. 10 (September 6, 1899): 326
“Bloomington, Ind.; OWNER, Harry Jefferson; ARCH., J.L.Nichols; cond., plans; Exterior walls, brick and
stone; Roof, slate; heat, hot water; light, gas and electric. Bids close September 10.”
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John L Nichols was born in Bloomington, Indiana and after working some years out west,
came back to Bloomington. Nichols, one of Bloomington’s own, designed many
buildings in many other areas of Bloomington ranging from commercial, residential and
even dabbling into theaters with the Princess Theater. He is attributed to hundreds of
structures around the city.
The 2001 IHSSI Interim Report gave a Notable rating to this structure and appears to be
an oversight in the 2015 IHSSI update, as it was not listed, but has had little change since
2001.
The house was designed in the Queen Anne architectural style with decorative detailing
in the Free Classic subtype of this style. About a third of Queen Anne structures have
elements of this subtype. Free Classic uses less ornamentation than typical Queen
Anne’s. Other architectural elements observed in this structure that are representative of
the Free Classic subtype are the porch-support columns in groups of two or three, dentil
detailing, and general classical elements. This subtype became popular after 1890, which
is toward the end of the Queen Anne popularity.2 The end of the 19th century architecture
saw a shift from the Romantic Style Houses (1820-1880) that focused on influences from
European architecture to more a nostalgic colonial and America focus. This focus can be
attributed to three main
influences among other cultural
and societal happenings: the
Centennial celebration in 1876; a
survey of colonial home by
architecture firm McKim, Mead
and White in 1877; and the
Columbian Exposition in
Chicago in 1893.

Figure 3: Nichols Album of Artistic Dwellings, pg. 89, "The
Jefferson"
2

By the turn of the century,
Kirkwood Manor was also
beginning a new life, the house
is now labeled as a Fraternity
House in the 1907 Sanborn Map
(Figure 2). Presumably, the
fraternity was Sigma Nu, which
moved its chapter, Beta Eta, to
322 E. Kirkwood in June 1911.3
Figure 3 shows the structure in

Virginia McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses: The Definitive Guide to Identifying and
Understanding America's Domestic Architecture, 2nd ed. (New York: Knopf, 2013), 346.
3
Research by Bill Coulter: “Sigma Nu News,” The Arbutus (1912): 155
“Sigma Nu was the first fraternity to occupy a house at Indiana University. The chapter moved into its first
home in 1894. In June 1911, a two-story stone residence was purchased and remodeled by the fraternity,
for use as a permanent chapter home.”
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its original configuration, but had an addition at some point to the rear. A construction
report from 1923 discusses a project for a two-story fraternity house, owned by Sigma Nu
and built by Nichols at 204 S. Indiana, however, this property is the only one in the
vicinity at this time that matches that description.4 In the 1927 Sanborn map (Figure 4) an
addition is shown that it was added between the 1913 and 1927 Sanborn Maps. It can be
concluded that the construction news release from June 1923 was about this addition,
which continues to be an integral part of the structure today.

Figure 4: 1927 Sanborn Map

Figure 5: Mathers Museum (Shaw East 1999-04-0036)

This property is in the commercial downtown (CD) zone and within the University
Village overlay in the Unified Development Ordinance. The property is also listed as an
anchor in the Kirkwood Corridor in the 2012 Preservation Plan for Historic Bloomington
and the 2005 Downtown Vision & Infill Strategy. The Kirkwood Corridor is a part of the
larger encompassing University Village Area. The Kirkwood Corridor serves as the link
between the Courthouse Square and Indiana University, as such, protecting anchor
structures in this district is crucial.

4

Research by Bill Coulter: “Contracts Awarded—Bloomington,” Indiana Construction Recorder, Vol. V,
No. 10 (June 9, 1923): 7.
“Fraternity House: $30,000. 2 sty. & bas. Bloomington. Archt. John L. Nichols, 204 South Indiana Ave.,
Bloomington. Owner, Sigma Nu Fraternity, Bloomington. General contract awarded to Pickett and Gill
Construction Co., Lebanon, Indiana.”

